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Fine Tuning in Maroon  

know how your season is going and events etc. that 

you are being asked to swim so we can focus our 

attention more specifically as meets begin 

  3.  This time of year it is easy to get 

sick.  Please prioritize your time, get rest, and keep 

up on good nutrition.   

  4.  Lastly, being a student/athlete is diffi-

cult and that is what makes you special!  Please do 

not use school as an excuse for not swimming and 

swimming as an excuse for suffering school 

work.  You are all capable at excelling in all as-

pects. 

  Leo and I will be stopping by swim meets 

throughout the year and I look forward to seeing 

you all not only competing but cheering on your 

teammates and having fun!  Please come and say 

hi to me but remember to stay focused! 

 Thanks!  Coach Steve  

Successful Summer Sends SR/NTG  
into HS Season 

Welcome back! I hope everyone had a 

great summer break and that everyone is ready 

and in the swing of the short course season. 

The senior/NTG group came off a great sum-

mer with more than 80% improvement rate 

and a handful of new Sectional Qualifiers as 

well as Kyle Ewoldt earning his Summer Jun-

ior National cut. 

 As we move forward it is important 

for us to understand why everyone is here and 

dedicates so much time to this great sport. I 

think that everyone joins swimming for two 

reasons, the first reason most parents put their 

kids in swimming is because they want to 

their kids to learn how to swim to be safe 

around water. The second reason is because it 

is fun, they join year round swimming be-

cause they had a love for the water and en-

joyed swimming (well the third reason is 

probably because it wears kids out like no 

other!).  If you are like me you might have 

had no idea when you signed up to swim 

where it would take you, but it has certainly 

taken you farther than just learning how to 

swim. 

Swimming can be tough and grueling 

at times and there might be times where you 

ask “where’s the fun?”.  There is a problem 

with that question though, I feel that most of 

the swimmers that are in the Senior/NTG 

group are there for something much greater 

than “fun”.  I feel that most of you are swim-

ming because of the satisfaction that it brings. 

Satisfaction is something more meaningful 

than fun that requires a lot of investment in 

both time and energy (physically and men-

tally).  Fun tends to be fleeting, but satisfac-

tion lingers for most people. Satisfaction has 

more to do with accomplishing a personal 

goal than with external validation. I do think 

that it is important to have fun and enjoy be-

ing around your teammates but you have to 

understand that not everyday is going to be 

fun and there will be a few bumps in the road 

throughout the season. As long as you are 

walking out of practice with sense of satisfac-

tion and accomplishment for the day and 

ready to do it all over again tomorrow. 

-Coach Scott 

 Greetings!   

 I can't tell you how much I have enjoyed 

the morning sessions so far.  It is fun to see contin-

ued commitment and also to watch the improve-

ment you all are making!  Moving forward we will 

be looking more closely at strokes through filming 

and I also plan on getting in the water for more 

direct and immediate feedback!  I would also like 

to welcome the new maroon swimmers...   It has 

been great getting to know you all!   

  As we proceed into high school season I 

have a couple of reminders... 

   1.  It is important as we proceed into high 

season that you train hard with your high school 

teams.  The morning stroke development classes 

are meant to compliment training not replace.  The 

combination of both will get you the results you 

want!   

  2.  Please, please communicate!  Let me 
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A Letter from our President 

You will need to read the schedule closely and 

communicate with your coach about what meets 

you will be attending. It is important to note that 

we are hosting a good number of the meets. If 

we didn’t host these meets, we would be going 

somewhere else for a meet. We are not going to 

this number of meets just so we can host more 

meets. If we were not the host, some of the 

meets we would be forced to attend would limit 

how many swimmers we could enter, would be 

using inferior facilities, and/or would offer 

event schedules that would not be in the best 

interest of our swimmers. The goal is to provide 

the best meet experience for our swimmers. If 

you have questions about the meet schedule that 

can’t be answered by your coach, please contact 

me. 

 Finally, included in this newsletter is the 

MAC philosophy on weight training and dry 

land training. Please read it carefully, and if you 

have questions or concerns please contact me. 

Yours truly, 

Michael Chasson, President 

Dear MAC West Families: 

 We have started the new season with all 

our groups. Some of the practice times are dif-

ferent than we have had in past years due to the 

use of the Mesa pools. The Senior/NTG group 

trains at Rhodes and Kino, with the starting 

times dictated by the Mesa schools that use the 

pool for meets and practice.  The Gold group is 

training at Rhodes most of the time, again with 

the start times dictated by Dobson High School 

pool use during the high school season. The 

Maroon group has a different schedule than in 

past years, using mornings that focus on only 

technique through the high school season. The 

Ahwatukee groups are training at the times they 

have used in past years, which should make it 

easy for everyone to know the schedule.  The 

high school season ends the first week of No-

vember, when we will revert back to schedules 

similar to what we used earlier this year. 

 I hope you have seen the meet schedule 

that has been posted.  There are a lot of meets in 

this list, but not every group goes to every meet. 

Many high school swimmers come to the coaches and ask about taking a weight training 

class at school as part of PE.  In some cases they start a weight training program without talking 

with their coach, thinking it will help them swim faster. It is highly recommended you do not take a 

weight training class at school or depending on your age do any weight training. In any case, do not 

start any weight or dry land program without talking with your coach first.  

The primary reasons are listed below: 

1.  Class sizes can be too large and not properly supervised for proper technique and injury pre-

vention. 

2.  Most high school PE teachers have limited training and experience with serious weight pro-

grams and in many cases any type of dry land training program. 

3.  Many of the PE teachers who lead these classes are familiar with exercises designed for 

football and not swimming. 

4. If you have been in club swimming for a number of years you may have developed some 

muscle imbalances that may lead to injuries in the water or on land, if the proper exercises 

are not done.  Certain weight exercises can lead to injuries or aggravate existing injuries or 

muscle imbalances. 

 A strong age group program will gradually introduce dry land training (continued on pg 3) 

MAC Weight Lifting Philosophy 
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Five Tips to Think and Swim Like a Champion  

Jim Afremow, Ph.D. 

www.goldmedalmind.net 
(602) 999-4168 

 

 1. Separate the competitive spirit of the sport from your sense of personal 

identity by realizing that your self-worth is never on the line and the final time is not 

a measure of your integrity. 

 2. Beat someone else, not yourself—keep your self-talk (and body language, 

etc.) positive and powerful. 

 3. Perform in the present by concentrating on swimming to the absolute best 

of your abilities moment-to-moment without worrying about or anticipating the final 

outcome. 

 4. Maintain your confidence from start to finish by trusting your talent—let 

your training come out and you will find yourself having more fun. 

 5. The grind is a part of swimming, but if you learn to love it, you will find 

the motivation to bring a challenging day to a satisfying conclusion. 

increase the length of time, type of exercises, and the types of equipment used in the routines, as the 

swimmers move up through the program.  It is important to remember that in a sport such as swimming, 

where a child may be doing it from elementary school through college; there will be plateaus in perform-

ance. Integrating, and increasing dry land training over time is a proven way for coaches to help swimmers 

work through these plateaus. The goal of the MAC program is to help keep swimmers improving over 

many years so they stay motivated through college if they stay with the sport. 

If a young swimmer is given maximum swim yardage and weight training, they will improve quickly 

and may be stronger and faster than their peers. However, sometime early in their swim career they will be 

near the maximum benefit of this training and will stop improving at a young age. The result of this lack of 

improvement is loss of motivation and ultimately dropping out of swimming. A good coach will be able to 

advise the swimmer when they should start doing weights. In most cases, actual serious weight lifting 

should be saved for college swimming. If a high school junior or senior is physically developed for their 

age, it is possible a coach could recommend a weight program if it was organized with swimming in mind 

and closely supervised. 

Current research has suggested that body-weight training with an emphasis on developing body/limb 

control and joint stability and strength-endurance should form the basis of the training routine for children 

(6-12 years) and first stage youth of (12-15 years) if they have no previous resistance training experience. 

Much of this type of training is referred to as core training. Additional resistances can also be provided ini-

tially by elastic or rubber tubing/bands, or so called “soft” weights such as light weight medicine balls, 

when it is deemed appropriate according to the child or youths capabilities and training experiences. Pro-

gression to heavier and/or freeweight exercises (barbells, dumbbells, weight machines) at a later stage (eg. 

17-18 years), would then appear to be safer if the athletes are of the appropriate age, training experience 

and capabilities if the program is well designed and strictly coached/supervised. 

If you have questions about weights or dry land training please speak with your coach, particularly if it 

is a program done outside of the MAC training time. 

 

MAC Weight Lifting Philosophy (cont from pg 2) 

http://www.goldmedalmind.net
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Gold Looks to Top 3rd place State Finish 

more than the black line is uncomfortable.  Be-

ing able to learn to deal with your heart pound-

ing in your chest, every muscle in your body 

throbbing with pain and still giving 100% all 

the way through the set or race is what sets 

apart the great athletes and the average Joes.  

As we progress through the season I will touch 

back on this topic, I am sure the more each 

swimmer thinks about this at workout the bet-

ter the group will become as a whole! 

 I wanted to thank all of the parents that 

showed up for the dinner parent meeting at Pe-

cos park.  I heard that some of you want more 

of these throughout the season, I will work on 

that!  Some of the main topics we covered for 

those of you that were not able to come are as 

follows.  Committing your swimmers for their 

swim meets.  This is very simple yet those 

deadlines seem to always sneak passed some 

of you!  You can commit to all of them now so 

you do not forget about it later!  The second 

thing was how to contact me for absent no-

tices.  In the pass I used text messages; we are 

not doing that any more.  Much too hard for 

me to keep it all organized.  So emailing me is 

the new preferred method, and so far it is 

working out perfectly.  And as always if you 

have a question or concern please email me 

right away, I will try and get in touch with you 

as soon as I can! 

 I highly encourage that you have your 

swimmers read these dose’s each month.  Let’s 

get ready for a great Short Course Season!!  

Go MAC!     -Coach Max 

 Short course has returned and school is 

back in session.  The 2014 summer was a good 

one for the Gold group.  Four swimmers moved 

up to the Senior group, and the age group swim-

mers combined with our new team mates placed 

3rd at the Age Group State meet!  This was the 

highest we have placed since I have been in 

charge of the Gold group and was very pleased 

by everyone that swam.  My goals for this sea-

son are to have even more swimmers in finals at 

state, more of the Gold group on state relays, and 

the highest one being multiple relays along with 

lots of individual swims at the Far Western meet 

in April!   

 Over the first two weeks of this season I 

have noticed something that I think the group is 

lacking while at workout.  So I wanted to take 

some time and talk about it here!   

 “Be comfortable, being uncomfortable.” 

 Your comfort zone is exactly that: com-

fortable, familiar and predictable. It’s where you 

feel safe and face almost no risk. It’s your for-

tress in which you hide away from the pools 

struggles, challenges, and opportunities. And 

while you may love that warm and relaxing feel-

ing of going easy when the set is supposed to be 

all out, you’ll still know, deep down inside, that 

you’re not getting the most out of that practice or 

set.  Reducing this feeling everyday you come to 

the pool by pushing yourself further then you 

thought possible is part of the equation to big 

break thoughts in this sport and I can only set 

you up so far before you have to take ownership 

of what you are really doing in the pool!  Not 

being able to easily breath, hear, or see much 

 
MAC West All Time Top 24 & MAC West Records are maintained to reflect 

history of SDA & MAC West.  This summer,  
New Team Records were set by: 

Sam V.  11-12 200 free  & 800 free, Josh V.  15-16 200 back,  
Miles D.   15-16 100 brst & 200 brst 

Ben F.  17+ 100 fly  and Kyle E.  17+ 200 fly  
 

Since our merger in Jan, MAC West athletes have populated the MAC 
Team Records  as well.  Those team Records can be found  

by using this link. 

https://www.teamunify.com/SubTabGeneric.jsp?team=assda&_stabid_=73042
https://www.teamunify.com/SubTabGeneric.jsp?_stabid_=73042&team=assda
https://www.teamunify.com/SubTabGeneric.jsp?team=azmac&_stabid_=70249
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AHW Success from Summer Bleeds into New Season 
With New Teammates 

 What an exciting start we have had to our 

new Short Course season.  There is a high level 

of energy in the pool these days.  Our returning 

swimmers are proud of the 3rd place finish at 

State Champs, and the 1st place finish from Re-

gional  Champs!  And, We’ve welcomed over 25 

new members to our groups at AHW in the last 

few weeks! 

 As I mentioned above, we had an out-

standing summer season sending having more 

swimmer score at the State Champs than previ-

ous years.  Our swimmers from AHW made 

huge contributions to the MAC relays as well 

that scored quite high.  Twelve current AHW 

swimmers earned a spot on the ALL TIME Top 

24 List, this list was started when we were SDA 

(over 15 years ago) and had been maintained 

with MAC West swimmers to keep the history of 

our team alive.  Well done to these swimmers:  

Clare Luken, Belle Irving, Keira Hickie, Kirsten 

Clark, Lucy Lovelace, Garrett Hichkie, Kyle Op-

pen, Jack Luken, Alex Grieve, Zack McIntyre, 

Diego Lozano, and Collin Travis. 

 There are 2 other ways to see how you 

stack up against the best.  One, is the MAC 

Team Records which includes our teammates 

from the Rhodes, Skyline, and Kino sites.  Cur-

rent AHW swimmers who set MAC team re-

cords are Jack Luken, Alex Grieve, & Matt 

Horvath.  These records can be found here. 

 In addition to the above mentioned ways, 

which are updated at the end of the season, you 

can track your swimmer’s progress amongst the 

MAC West group after each meet by viewing the 

CURRENT SEASON TOP 10, which ranks the 

10 fastest swims in each age group.  Take a look 

at the rankings from this past summer– they will 

be on our website till Sept 15th. 

 If we come to practice each day, and fo-

cus and work hard, we get faster, we build great 

friendships, we get stronger. Those in them-

selves seem like perfect reasons to aim for your 

best practice attendance each week. Every so of-

ten, it’s nice to get recognition for your hard 

work. Kids like this, and they like getting “stuff” 

because they worked towards a goal. (Side note– 

one day we had a relay challenge, in Group 3 

they asked what the prize was. My response 

“Pride, and Bragging Rights”. I had 32 dissap-

pointed faces looking at me). I’d like to intro-

duce you to some of our motivational/

recognition programs.  

 Swimmer of the Week (SOTW): In 

the coming weeks, you may notice a new cap 

in your swimmer’s bag that reads 

“NARWHALS ON THREE”. This was their 

prize for SOTW (these caps can only be worn 

for practice and CANNOT be worn for 

meets). For Groups 1,2 and 3 at the first prac-

tice each week we an-nounce 1 girl and 1 boy 

SOTW for each training group. To be consid-

ered for SOTW, you need to do the following 

things:  

-Have 100% attendance for the week  

-Be on time for each practice  

-Focus and be a great listener  

-Work hard, even better if it’s a skill you 

don’t excel at and we notice you working 

your butt off.  

-Be a great leader, berespectful to your team-

mates and coaches.  

 100% Club: If you are a member of 

the 100% club, you get to choose a t shirt.  

Your swimmer earns this honor by attending 

100% of the practices offered for their group 

over an entire month. For this award, it’s ok if 

a swimmer arrives late, or has to leave prac-

tice early to attend another function. The com-

mitment to making all practices over the 

course of a month is HUGE!  

 These programs are all designed to 

recognize the swimmer that really goes above 

and beyond the expectations for their group. 

For me, it’s exciting to hear kids plotting how 

they will make 100% by arriving at a birthday 

party after practice instead of skipping prac-

tice to go, or asking what they need to do to 

get SOTW. We have so many swimmers with 

exceptional attitudes in practice that it has 

made it difficult to select SOTW so far this 

season, that’s a “problem” I am happy to 

have!   -Coach Jessica 

https://www.teamunify.com/SubTabGeneric.jsp?team=azmac&_stabid_=70249

